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Abstract 

Gesture Recognition is a form of user experience with contextual technology which makes 

devices to recognize and recognize physical actions as directions. The general idea of 

 fingers recognition is a device's ability to identify movements and to perform instructions 

based on such gestures. Gesture Recognition is actually the new subject in the area of 

computational science and technology with just the aim of decoding physical gestures 

through a variety of mathematical models. We are currently concentrating on understanding 

hand movements in our design. Management awareness could be seen as a path for machines 

to start learn the language of the human body. Therefore creating a stronger interface 

between computers and users than simple text user interface design or even GUIs that still 

reduce most inputs to the wireless controller. 

In this project, we are using the Gaussian Mixture, Backgroundsegmentation , Foreground 

Segmentation Algorithms to represent an application to real-time hand gesture identification. 

We introduce a method for extracting of the functionality including measures on the fingers 

of the bodies removed. The current algorithm should create a model for subtracting context 

to get the object in the foreground. For boolean pictures we apply Gaussian blur algorithm to 

the foreground picture to be detected and threshold algorithm is included in this functionThe 

convex hull and convexity can be used to construct a hand gesture observation of 3D object. 

We may create a data set, and we will describe the direction of the finger such as up, down, 

left, right and stop. By certain expectations we train them by gesture classifications so that 

they can be easily understand and gives the output properly for the given output. 

Experimental findings will show the feasibility of our strategy and its efficiency. 

 

Keywords:Deep learning, Gaussian algorithm, Hang gestures. 

INTRODUCTION 

Gesture and expressions are encountered significantly in person computer communication. 

Movements were the expression of that customer's body and direct process to interact any 

constructive information. Movement identification is the procedure by which the customer's 

expression is brought to the entire system attention. There is a great focus on using with 

computer vision or artificial vision. Great attention is focused Will use hand label when a 

replacement for current absorption methods is in wider scope of technologies. Existing user-

machine communication devices and the methods like controller, keyboard, joystick and also 
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digital pen are not appropriate for the implementation and recognition of virtual world. Hand 

sign has the unique ability to effectively represent views and actions. 

In past several decades, the development of human-computer interface technology, hand sign 

recognition capability, has been frequently used in smart office, medical control, smart 

schooling and other industries. It shows the relationship between the people and equipment in 

communication. The actual system which would be focused on movement interface 

technologies has recently become an essential path for future growth. Providing the human- 

computer interaction with smart and practical methods. Communication between both the 

gestures has been typically utilized, from medical rehabilitation to digital operations. 

Customer service Acknowledgement is the root of indication interactions with in the  hot spot 

study with the area of human inter action behavior  by the gesture control learning, There will 

be several main actors issues Few main characters would be participating 

Hand analysis is also one of the principles that will explicitly affect the performance 

of hand sign identification and the quality of the gesture region. A discriminative 

characteristic of the hand is skin tone. Moreover, the varied expressions, complex 

background conditions, poor light outlets and tone shift in realistic implementation can 

results in skin tone adjustments. Compression Throughout hand-shaped format, like arching 

and folding, which can  also affect the appearance and position of   light, which generates 

render skin tone  of the entire hand region inconsistent or an incredible differentiation, and 

this can be resolved by the optimization algorithm in the foreground.The most efficient 

procedure is proposed where a communication framework is implemented to adapt to a 

computer program when a message is provided which refers to a huge cost or low probability 

order. The system is acceptable in the situation where there's a  limited supply on the 

interaction mechanism respond frequency and where a command's probability and cost are 

consistent. The gesture-based HCI framework built in this process essentially follows three 

principles: real-time, secure, and minimal-cost. Though the system is specifically built to post 

control and keyboards activities to the x 86 machines dependent on hand gesture 

identification, expanding the framework is very simple and allowing it to execute more 

complicated operations. 

CNNs typically recognize attributes directly from dataset and therefore provide us with a 

stronger identification results in situations where attributes, such as image recognition, are 

difficult to extract automatically. We implement a real-time, expression based HCI device in 

this experiment that requires a CNN to learn functionality and identify movements just by 

using one cheaper monocular camera. Firstly, in front of the systems camera the hand should 

be kept and  the device  will subtract the background image and then the is takes the 

foreground image and by using guassian blur the given input is blurred and further dived 

them into two colours such as white and black coloured images by using  threshold algorithm 

and further by using convex hull is visualized using the red line from the  given input  and 

based on the finger count it gives some direction as a output.Then, to explain hand 

movements, some kinds of features are removed. 

We optimize the identification process that makes the application accessible on both 

the platform with minimal computer resources while maintaining the high precision and 

consistency. We train a prototype with a set of 5 types of fixed expressions by using deep 
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learning algorithms such as background subtraction, foreground detection, gaussian blur, 

threshold and convex hull to give the direction which is already trained in a given data set 

which is mostly used for controlling the television like remotes and etc.., 

The rest of the paper includes flow charts, methodologies, implementation process, 

Screenshots of output, Related works, conclusion and References. 

RELATED WORK 

Hand gesture is an incredibly realistic hand gestures which can be implemented through 

the core of the palm, the position of both the finger and the shape. The movements compose 

of static hand gestures and Dynamic motions. As those of the word, it is self-explanatory, 

static indicates steady automatic structure and dynamic hand signals comprised of hand 

gestures series. Gesture has all the temporary ambiguity and background in hand movement. 

Hand gesture includes all types of gestures and movements that the hand creates. The 

fundamental difference among posture and movement is also that posture focuses more that 

the appearance of the hand while posture focuses more the movement of the hand. Most of 

the approaches use color or gesture data for hand recognition which is also an essential 

component for gesture recognition. Though, detecting finger movements is a multi-trivial job 

within challenging atmospheric conditions for all these approaches. Others users specialized 

equipment including masks, while others use a common color background to make the 

mission feasible. A magnified view may also be used for the purpose of hand formation 

analysis, through which scenario details on both the body and hand movement might be 

ignored. Others use multiple sensors to capture 3D object information to capture the entire 

body. 3D model configuration also has The related work regarding paper [1] the role of 

Optimization of both the hand is considered as an issue of segmentation scope, as well as 

These components become separated through various levels of thickness. By evaluating that 

individual movement component, a thresholds is fixed as per the intensity of the hand. 

collected, but this is a dynamic, matrix multiplication-intensive procedure, and often 

unreliable. Stereo vision, a popular choice in depth sensing, commonly doesn't provide 

appropriate pixel density for hand shaped evaluation due to the absence of structure on the 

subject. Although range has been used primarily in limited gestures including massive 

indicating movements. 

Most of us use elevated-resolution 3D data collected through the use of controlled 

illumination for analysis of the static hand posture. The important features of our method are 

as following compared with current methods. I Several features can be evaluated separately 

with the exception of the position of the hand, the structure of the hand, the movement, the 

position and the speed, thus providing additional room for a broad spectrum. (ii) Movements 

shall be recognized with no unique background, indications or gloves. (iii) Through module 

is determined 

Lee [2] utilizes the K-means that multiple linear regression and also the pre-determined 

hand detection threshold, and the convex hull evaluates the opponent's image to identify the 

finger. All of these two approaches assume the hand is nearest to the detector, and the 

application's impact Has been significantly affected by both the performance of Kinect depth 

details Manuel Caputo [3] using Kinect provided skeleton info to distinguish modifier keys as 
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well as to determine the magnitude of the human skeleton at different altitudes by examining 

figures that incorporate structured human information. 

Bjom [7] uses hand detection skin color and movement functions and utilizes the local 

neighbor algorithm to identify hand motions. Pei Xu [8] makes use of the neuronal matrix 

multiplication system to understand the movement use the monocular camera. [9], or many 

other characteristics that can also be explicitly obtained through hand image contour data.  

utilizes a skeleton’s searchmodal  method.[11] Utilizes a convenient neural network network 

to corner hand movements represented by a group of combined contour opportunities  

to ensure a consistent and accurate test. In comparison to a clinical research centre 

reference approach, systematic criteria are very linear, exact and interrelated to a suitable 

medical clinical or home POC gadget. 

 

MEDTHODOLOGIES 

Hand gesture is an extremely realistic motion which one might be conductedthrough the use 

of the heart of the hand, the spot of both the finger and the position. Ideologies compose of 

static Hand movements and movements which are flexible. As both the word, it will be 

ideology-explanatory, fixed represents the balanced hand structure and dynamic shape 

consisted of hand movement selection. Instructions have the spectrum of hand movement as 

per the context and background; it ranges from individual to individual. Hand gesture 

includes all types of gestures and movements that even the hand makes. The major difference 

among posture and gesture is that posture places greater focus on the form of the hand 

whereas gesture places increased emphasis on the gesture of the hand.  

1. Screen to Screen Analysis:  

The whole strategy requires a description of both the captured Screen to Screen object as well 

as the collection picture. This method is not really that accurate but somewhat convenient to 

introduce. The requirement for the image analysis must obtain separated with anotherdigital 

surroundings. Which can might be accomplished using the  process of selecting the threshold 

[13].  

1.1. Pre-Processing 

The important steps in pre-processing are clutter elimination, edge improvement, and image 

standardization. 

Noise extraction: Noise extraction occurs in eachpicture, so we extract the noise using 

blurring technique. 

1. Seasoning Noise: Includes black and white pixel  

2 unexpected occurrences. Impulse noise: Includes frequent variations of White frames. 

3Gaussian sounds: Frequency Divergences through such standard range Until the vibration 

has removed the object will be improved and after that the image will be removed shape is 

enhanced which is blurred and then the image is processed. 
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The system of optimization is the first process where hand movements are identified. It's the 

alter of splitting Generated data in crossing point-separated sectors (throughout this scenario 

hand action object). The strategy of segmentation depends on both the category of movement, 

if it is a dynamic gesture would then be necessary to identify and monitor the hand gesture, 

To separate the source image only when it's a static gesture (facial expression). The hand 

must be identified first, generally a scampering box is used to identify the two major methods 

focusing on both the color of the skin and subsequently, the hand must be plotted Either the 

video is separated into images and that each image has to be analyzed on its own, For the 

above circumstance the hand object is classified as position and segmented[14], and use some 

controlling information like design, skin color using other methods such as the Kalman filter. 

 The specific effective indicator used in the hand Seems to be color of skin [14], as it might 

be convenientand also deterministic that can change the rotation, scale, translation [15]. 

Gaussian techniques are also the Gaussian Model (GM) as well as the Gaussian Mixture 

Model (GMM), as well as the histogram-based techniques are non-parametric. This will be 

furthermore affected by the changes in illumination condition abs different races. Some 

research uses information glove and colored markers to resolve this problem That also offer 

adequate information regarding hand and finger orientation and positioning [14]. Such 

methods, the Gaussians model, are parametric and non-parametric Many used thermal camera 

and range information generated by a different Time-of-Flight (ToF) camera [14] camera, 

even though these systems may distinguish various skin colors against cluttered background 

but who are influenced by changes in temperature in addition to their expensive cost.  

The differentiation also found an open-ended question problem. The color storage used for a 

particular Implementation plays a crucial role throughout enhancing application reliability, 

however pixel ranges are responsive for variations in illumination, and that is why research 

uses only color space components and ignores luminance modules Along with colored ranges 

including r-g. Though, there might be still many more variables which inhibit over method of 

optimization that is[14] Difficult background, variations in illumination, poor quality video. 

Modified HSV color method that depends on pixel pigments, utilized color space YCbCr.  

used standardized color space with r-g. To enhance the differentiated hand imageSuch pre-

processing techniques, including such subtraction, surface identification and intensification, 

being incorporated.  

Human identification by depth images is extremely simple, since the foreground can be 

isolated from both the background by a limitation on depth. The assignment will be further 

modified, on the presumption that there is a single individual in the view of the camera. The 

major slug in the illustration might be treated as a human being with a range smaller than 

those of a predetermined threshold value. After identifying a human in the incident, we also 

identify his hand position. Such information is valuable, as certain gesture patterns require 

information of the position of the hand compared with the rest of the hand The head can be 

detected in a depth image, using vertical and horizontal linear regressions as shown in Fig. 4. 

This method works well as far as the image contains a single individual. For hand gesture, the 

hand appears to be at the same distinct range from the hand. To identify the hands we also 
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use a constraint on the pixel density to remove the component of the hand from either the 

hand. 

2. Feature Extraction 

Throughout this section, we determine the centroid to separate the hand into two sections, one 

presenting the section of the finger and the other reflecting the non-finger region. Centroid is 

often related to this as the center of gravity and separates the hand into two sections at its 

geometric center if the image is distributed uniformly. Centroid is measured using the image 

instant, which is the weighted average of the image magnitude. 

Reasonable optimization method contributes to better abstraction of characteristics while the 

latter plays a significant role position in a successful process of identification. Depending on 

the request, features vector of the differentiated image may be extracted in different ways. 

Different methods for representing the features can be collected have been applied. Many 

methods were using the shape of a hand including hand contour and profile while some were 

using the location of the fingertips, the hand center produced parameters as a parameter 

vector, the first parameters represent the pixel pitch of the hand's bounding box and the 

subsequent parameters are mean values of the image's illumination pixels. Used to develop 

and self-organization. Finger region, middle of Hand, and slope of Hand. Measured to 

determine maximum amount of tips throughout the hand, the core of momentum of the 

differentiated finger and the range from the COG to the tip maximum point was acquired 

area. The differentiated illustration is divided into separate transaction volumes, and then 

each block signifies the illustration magnification measurements. Some tests have also been 

implemented to determine the correct size of the block which can achieve a strong 

recognition rate. The Gaussian pdf was enabled to remove central. 

2.1. Edge Strategy: 

 The intention of the whole technique seems to be to validate around an image most of the 

maximum gradient that would be established through introducing the gradient threshold. 

Threshold can minimize small-scale features. 

2.2. Hand segmentation 

Perhaps most definitely when performing hand optimization is the Range image capacity 

across display camera including target observation. In implementations from which the 

consumer is assumed to engage the context screen and bring both arms in front of them for 

motioning, it is appropriate to intentionally use a visibility limit to differentiate their arms. An 

effective approach for minimizing noise exposure was also to establish limitations throughout 

the position of the identified hand–therefore,We establish restrictions on either the number of 

objects predicted by scrub fragmented thickness threshold. Skin-color mapping and cascaded 

classifiers seem to be the most effective methods for hand segmentation without using the 

depth analysis. Skin color-based clustering, even without using an ambient light-invariant 

color scheme, continues to suffer most particularly from a weakness against illumination 

changes. Consequently skin texture and threshold complexity to produce better hand 

segmentation. 
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 Clustering and geographical area-widening are also a further collection of strategies 

of hand differentiation used throughout the documentation. Segmentation operates by 

incorporating developing objects into comparable areas and geographic development 

functions through replanting a location outside the landing zone and approaching reasonable 

points for increasing and overflowing the area. Utilizes a process that develops implanted by 

a skin detector, then divides the hands from the body by measuring the arm radius and 

eliminating it, and ultimately defining theFingers in arm domains as when the locations 

obtained at a recent by all of the increasing method throughout the region. Chen[6] utilized 

estimated palm location to distribute an area-widening process for handle differentiation and 

according to correspondinng image Then Malassiotis were using a parameter estimation 

methodology to reconstitute their palms as well as weapon, utilizing analysis of the data that 

distinguish their hand from the arm. 

More generalized communication techniques optimization in an implementation may 

take full advantage of some circumstances Takes advantage of an unique case where the 

background presence The established, and often requires stable subtraction of both the 

context to section. At both the beginnings about a communication, that participant snaps his 

fingers which utilizes perspective photos (that average increase through consecutive pixels) 

that establish some finger's positioning as more of a strong movement location and then using 

the intensity thresholds for optimisation at a certain moment. Utilizing shadows processing 

that recognize variances throughout space and therefore construct a hand 

3. Gesture classification 

Moreover, the above method works some very well under very controlled illumination.Once 

the source hand image is constructed and evaluated, the Application for identifying behavior 

is being used to recognize expression. Method of classification affected through complete set 

with feature specifications including acceptable identification methodology. For example, 

edge detection or contour providers should not be used to understand gestures, because many 

hand postures are produced and categorization could be generated. HMM method has already 

shown ability to recognize dynamic gestures as well as Infinite State Machine Learning 

Vector Quantization and Principal Component Analysis, statistical instruments used for 

gesture classification. In the field of extracting the hand form and hand movement 

recognition artificial neural network has been widely applied. 

4.Gaussian mixture method : 

Gaussian mixture model has always been a clustering algorithm which can effectively 

represent spatial distribution and parameter space characteristics of the data. Using the data 

classification or clustering model for a given mixture model must also evaluate unknown 

parameters found in the different Gaussian components of the model, and these unknown 

parameters. There are several ways to estimate these parameters, and the most common 

method is by using an EM algorithm based on the calculation of maximum probability. 

Estimating the overall likelihood requires the maximization of the likelihood function to 

achieve the estimated value of the parameter. In action, the probability function is often 

expressed using the logarithmic form.  
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4.1. Background Model : 

Background subtraction is really a widely utilized approach that detect movable 

objects through fixed images in videos. The possible explanation for this method is to 

identify moving objects from both the distinction between both the current frame and a 

reference frame, often referred to as "background image" or "background model." Subtraction 

of background is mostly p erformed if the image in question was a component of a video 

stream. Concatenation of the context provides valuable signals for various computer 

perception applications including surveillance monitoring or approximation of individual 

positions. 

As the combination pattern specifications of each pixel modify, then we would also 

want to determine which of the mixture's Gaussians were most definitely produced by 

background processes. Algorithmically, we were focused in the Gaussian representations 

which has the most supporting evidence as well as the least variance To recognize this 

variation, consider the accumulation of actual evidence and the reasonably small variance for 

the background distributions when a static, persistent entity is available. By comparison, 

when a new object illuminates the background object, it will not normally fit either of the 

original distributions, resulting in either a new distribution being generated or an change in 

the variance of a current distribution being produced. Often, before the moving object stops 

the variation of the moving object is expected to remain greater than a background pixel. To 

model this we need a method to determine which part of the mixture model provides the best 

background processes  

4.2.Foreground detection : 

Foreground identification is also one of the main computer detection and image processing 

activities whose objective is to detect in image sequence. Background subtraction is any 

technique that allows to extract the foreground of such an image for the further analysis 

Several implementations do not have to understand everything about the development of 

movement in a video sequence, but still only involve information about both the changes in 

the scene, although the regions of interest of an image are objects (humans, vehicles, text, 

etc.) in the foreground. After the pre-processing stage of the image (which may involve 

image denoising, post-processing including morphology, etc.) the position of objects that can 

use this technique is provided 

4.3.Gaussian blur : 

A Gaussian blur (often recognized as Gaussian smoothing) in image processing was 

the consequence of blurring the image by a Gaussian feature (called as  mathematician or 

scientist Carl Friedrich Gauss). For graphics software, it is a frequently utilized effect 

generally to reduce image noise and to minimize detail. The visual impact of this blurring 

technique is a smooth blur that matches as much as a blurred screen image of both the object  

and the effect of a booker produced by an out - of-focus lens or the shadow of an object under 

normal illumination is distinctly different. Gaussian smoothing is also used in computer 
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vision algorithms as a pre-processing stage to improve image structures at different scales see 

representation of space scale and implementation of space scales. 

5.Threshold : 

Threshold is the simplified process of differentiation of images. Convert it to sequential 

picture. Image from either a gray scale object for either black or white. Frequently it will be 

used for knowledge processing where almost all of the appropriate image properties are 

transformed to white and anything else to black. Unique pixel in an illustration are identified 

as "source" pixels during the threshold method if their significance is greater than any 

threshold value, and otherwise as "context" pixels. A pixel of an image is usually 

Experimentally verified around One when pointing as Zero for both the corresponding image. 

Gradually, each white or black dot labeled would create a subjective object, focusing on both 

the markings of the color Threshold is really the simplified process of optimization of 

images. Convert this from a grayscale image to binary image.i.e. Image of white or black 

colours. This will be generally used for abstraction of content where the appropriate image 

characteristics are transferred to white and everything is translated to black. Single pixel in 

such an object were classified when particles for "path" during most of the thresholding 

method if their value is higher than that of any threshold value, and otherwise as 

"background" pixels. A pixel of an image is typically initialized of 1 while the value of a 

background pixel is set to 0. Eventually, a binary pixel which formed by either white or black 

pixel colored, based upon the markings of a variable. 

6.Finger detection : 

In this phase we signify finger tip as point. In order to get the maximum number of fingers 

elevated in hand gesture, we only have to calculate the finger section of the hand with which 

we have received by computing centroid in the previous stage. We trace the complete 

boundary matrices of the hand to carry out this function. Vertical image of hands and 

horizontal image of hands were handled in different ways.We recognize this indicator as the 

point of the finger and we repair it as a low or average value. Similarly we find the x-

coordinate of the boundary matrices for horizontal drawing. This time, only the boundary 

matrix co-ordinates are traced. Once we get the boundary begins to decrease after the 

continuous rise, we mark this point in the horizontal hand as a tip of the finger and set it to 

peak. In this way we find in the picture the tip of both the raised and folded fingers, but we 

must distinguish significant peaks and insignificant peaks among them. We need to proceed 

to the next step in determining the Euclidean distance for this. 

7.Convex Hull : 

In the geometrical space, the convex hull of the series of points was the smallest 

convex set consisting almost all of the set of given points. For example, when this set of 

points is a restricted subset of the ground, it is possible to visualize the convex hull as the 

shape created by a rubber band stretched through this set of points. Convex hull is developed 

around the contour of a hand, and all points of contour are within the convex hull. This 

allows the an envelope around the contour of the hand. The image depicts a concave hull 
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using the red line (the blue line visualizes the convex hull). Intuitively, it is a polygon that 

covers all the points, but has less (minimal?) area than the convex hull. As a consequence, the 

boundary-length of the polygon is longer. 

A concave hull might be the solution to some real-world problems (e.g. finding a 

reasonable hand limit). 

Application : 

Acknowledgement is often used in various field hand movements. Each section 

provides a brief explanation from several places for implementing object detection. Reduces 

conversion costs, eliminating the Usage with equipment might play a vital role in identifying 

expressions. Researchers often established strong emphasis upon integrating through personal 

devices, as it enables human communication easy and normal.Management identification has 

a wide variety of implementations including: 

Power device: 

You may easily manipulate the robot utilizing object tracking. Once hand movement is 

identified for certain conduct, the actual robot movement is determined for particular hand or 

finger count movement. 

TV Control: 

Hand movements & gestures can be used for manipulating the Tv screen. TV movements are 

regulated in a collection of hand gestures or individual numbers of hands, For example 

switching over onto the screen, growing and reducing the volume, recombining the sound and 

adjusting the screen with opening and closing hands[16]   

Desktop and Handheld Software Applications: 

gestures may provide an alternate solution for the wireless controller in personal computing 

and PC applications. Many gestures include manipulating graphics for desktop computer 

activities, or annotate and edit documents using pen-based gestures [17] 

Sports: 

Computer games are used with motion. We can quickly communicate with computers using 

motion using motion in computer game tracking using monitoring with movement of the 

player,  knowing players ' location. Using gestures power character actions in a virtual 

environment, and playing station. 

Screen language:   

An important component of foreign languages of communicative gestures. Sign languages are 

highly structural; suitable for vision algorithms. This might be a productive way to solve the 

problem too with disabilities communicate the machines, at the same time. The gesture 

literature has provided considerable attention to sign language for the deaf persons. 

6. Healthcare & Medical Assistance: 
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gesture technology is also used in healthcare and medical sector. Patients using gesture 

willMonitor the device which they need to exercises. Software focused on administration, 

used to display photos of clean radiology. Academic has also designed a smart wheelchair 

from the HCI. 

7. Regular Intelligence Extraction:  

Researchers have developed a methodology that includes periodically accessed information 

from other sources, during which consumers can still use the method of rotating their hands. 

8. Education: 

We used hand gesture recognition system in the education system as well. Example of such a 

method uses control of the power point presentations by hand gesture [18]. 

Result and Discussion 

 

Figure 1 Detecting the image for implementing the direction 

The above output clearly explains the implementation of the respective direction given by the 

hand gesture. The hand gesture is capture by the camera and it is later on it is converted into 

threshold and then it will be detected by the convex hull then the respective direction is 

implemented in upward direction. 

 

Figure 2 Detecting the image for implementing the direction 

The above output clearly explains the implementation of the respective direction given by the 

hand gesture. The hand gesture is capture by the camera and it is later on it is converted into 

threshold and then it will be detected by the convex hull then the respective direction is 

implemented in downward direction. 
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Figure 3 Detecting the image for implementing the direction 

The above output clearly explains the implementation of the respective direction given by the 

hand gesture. The hand gesture is capture by the camera and it is later on it is converted into 

threshold and then it will be detected by the convex hull then the respective direction is 

implemented in leftward direction 

 

 

Figure 4 Detecting the image for implementing the direction 

The above output clearly explains the implementation of the respective direction given by the 

hand gesture. The hand gesture is capture by the camera and it is later on it is converted into 

threshold and then it will be detected by the convex hull then the respective direction is 

implemented in rightward direction. 
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Figure 5 Detecting the image for implementing the direction 

The above output clearly explains the implementation of the respective direction given by the 

hand gesture. The hand gesture is capture by the camera and it is later on it is converted into 

threshold and then it will be detected by the convex hull then the respective direction is 

implemented as stop.    

Conclusion: 

The system of hand gesture recognition Applies to both the general public as well as to 

individuals with physical disabilities, 3D technology, nonverbal communication among 

technology and human to person. Work needs to be done, because of the recognition software 

to hand gestures which is increasingly being implemented. The comparative analysis is being 

studied here of the different methods used now a day. This identifies common essential 

components and methods used in the identification of hand gestures. This provides a brief 

overview of the various techniques used for segmentation, monitoring, extraction of features 

and identification of gestures. High precision segmentation algorithms are necessary for 

recognition of hand gestures.The identification rate is thereforeTrade-off with deadline. The 

focus should therefore be on enhancing the performance of the timing. A further area of study 

is also the parallel process of speech recognition along with gesture recognition.  
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